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• Team F7/Coros wins 6th stage on 2023 World 

Cup course in Stubai Valley  
• 3 US women teams at the top 

 
"Steep up, steep down," was how local hero Andreas Stern from Team Stubai announced the 
6th stage of the DYNAFIT Transalpine Run 2022 powered by Volkswagen R, which was brought 
to life at short notice. And it really turned out to be a fast-paced up & down on the original 
course of the 2023 Mountain Running and Trail Running World Championships. Spurred on by 
the leader's jersey they grabbed yesterday, the Austrian team F7/Coros again stormed across 
the finish line in first place today in 1:27:56 hours, making them the only team under 1:30 
hours. Very strong and on the podium for the first time: Team Step by Step with Patrick Kühn 
and Stefan Niermann. The 3rd place today went to the South Tyrolean Gitschberg-Jochtal 
Team.  
 
The 3 US women's teams had a neck-and-neck race - at least up to the Elfer. In the 
subsequent downhill, the leading DYNAFIT Ladies USA team then easily pulled away and won 
in the end with a lead of over 5 minutes in 1:43:58 hours.  
 
The Mixed Team Volkswagen R with Ida Sophie Hegemann and Sebastian Hallmann 
was even faster and won in 1:42:48 hours. In the Master Men category, the Swiss duo 
Jungfrau Marathon RV Run with Helmut Perreten and Thomas Graf took the day's victory for 
the first time; just as in the Master Mixed category Benjamin Klöppel and Claudia Rosegger 
from Werunforfun e.V.. 
The other day winners: the Runningzone Dynafit from Slovakia in the Master Women, the 
South Tyrolean Team Sennerei Algund in the Senior Master Men and the Team TrailMotion Tirol 
powered by Imst Tourismus in the Senior Master Mixed. 
 
 
Tomorrow's 7th and penultimate stage from Neustift in the Stubaital to Gossensass in 
South Tyrol will be another high alpine stage. On the 38 kilometers it goes up to over 
2700 meters. After the start has been brought forward to 6:30 a.m., the fastest runners are 
expected to arrive in Gossensass at about 10:45 a.m.  
 
All information under transalpine-run.com 
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